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The San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) is authorized to 
increase electric rates by an estimated $41.5 million to recover, increased 
energy-=elated expense necessary to serve its customers. By far the 
largest portion of this increase is caused by escalating fuel oil prices 
incurred by SDG&E; the increase is a direct cost offset and is not an 
increase to the utility's authorized rate of return. 

All customer classes (e.g. residential. commercial, and 
industrial) receive about the same percent of rate increase. However, 
rates that recover energy-related expense are increased for residential 
customers in a manner that gives less increase to the conserving customer, 
whieh'enhances and goes along with the existing conservation-oriented 
rate schedules adopted in prior proceedings. Those who use 240 kWh or 
less per month (the lifeline quantity for essential household use) will 
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experience a 6. 5 p.ercen~ increase .. while a higher increase app,lies to. 
residential use in excess of the lifeline quantity. The result is that 
a residential customer who uses 240 kWh will have a 77-cent increase 
and a relatively large user (in excess of 1,000 kWh) will pay an addi
tional $4.66 or more. This method of allocating a portion o·f the $41.5-
million rate increase among residential customers is a constructive 
means of passing on an unfortuna'te but largely unavoidable expense 
increase such that efficient energy consumers and conservers are 
rewarded. And to the extent customers who· conserve are rewarded by 
paying less per kWh, it is deserved, for electric consumption per 
average SDG&E residential customer has risen about 5 percent over last 
year; if that trend is not changed, the result will be more dependence 
on foreign oil. higher electric rates to finance and build expensive 
new generating capacity. and ratepayers who are increasingly u,,'iliappy 
with the level of their monthly electric bills. 
Background 

As originally filed, the instant application requested that 
SDG&E be authorized to increase its Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) 
billing factor to increase revenues by an estimated $43.1 million 
annually. Subsequent to the filing of the application the Commission 
issued Decision No. 90882 on October 10, 1979. in Application No. 58:656· 
(SDG&Ets prior ECAC rate adjustment application). The effect of that 
decision on ~his instant application is that SDG&E revised its requested 
increase downward to $41.6 annually. 

Duly noticed public hearings were held on October 29 and 30, 

1979 in San Diego before Administrative Law Judge Alderson, with 
Commissioner Leonard M. Grimes, the assigned Commissioner to this 
proceeding, in attendance on October 29. The matter was submitted upon 
receipt of late-filed Exhibit 11 and briefs due November $, 1979. 
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The ECAC billing factor recovers expense a utility. reasonably 
incurs for electrical energy or the fuel necessary to pr.oduce such 
energy. and as fuel and energy costs have escalated, the. ECAC billing 
factor represents a very substantial portion of the customer's electric 
bill. The ECAC billing factor .. and ECAC as a ratemaking mechanism~ 
allows dollar-for-dollar recovery of energy-related expense for the 
utility. but despite the offset nature of ECAC, the utility has the 
burden of demonstrating the incurred energy-related expens.e to 'be recouped 
through ECAC is reasonable- and prudent (which would justify the Commis

sion's authorizing higher rates to recover the expense from customers). 
The total ECAC billing factor at any given time is comprised o·f two· 
components: (1) the balancing rate component is designed toclear the 
accrued balance in the balancing account over a l2-month period (the 
balance can be positive or negative, depending on whether the existing 
billing factor recovered too little or too much with respect to incurred 
energy-related expense); and (2) the offset rate component recovers 
fuel-related expense based on a relatively recent 12-month recorded 
period. Obviously, if the offset rate component is based on recorded 
period conditions that vary from actual conditions while the revised 
offset rate is in effect, there will be a resulting over- or under
collection in the balancing account. In this proceeding,. the record 
period with respect to the balancing account (or balancing rate) is-the 
months from January 1. 1979 through July 31. 1979. and the 12-month 
recorded period for energy-related expense is based on the year ending 
June 30, 1979. 
Public Participation 

At the hearing on October 30 Gary Estes, an informed SDG&E 
customer who was involved in utility regulation in Virginia while 
employed by that State's Attorney General. made a statement concerning 
measures which he thought would significantly contribute to energy 
conservation. He believes that there is grea~ conserva~ion potential 
among business customers, citing examples of existing practices such as 
floodlighting trees and using ou~side lighting long after businesses 'are 
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closed and passing traffic !las been reduced. SDG&E should" he believes .. 
have teams of conservation experts that would go forth to do, energy 
audits and educate the small businessman on available conservation 
measures. He noted that although the National Energy Act of 1978 
requires concerted activity by utilities to effect residential energy 
conservation, it is silent with respect to aiming measures at the 
commercial customer, and he recommends that thiS Commission should 
specifically fill that void with a mandated program for SDG&E to apply 
to such customers. Other ideas presented by Mr~ Estes were related to 
marginal cost pricing and modifications to ECAC procedures; it was 
suggested that he present his ideas in our pending investigation into 
ECAC procedures, OIl No. 56 .. and the next SDG&E general rate proceeding. 
Development of the Revised Offset Rate 

SDG&E indicated that. based on energy-related expense (which 
the ECAC billing factor is to recover) for the 12 months ending June 30. 
1979, it had incurred energy-related expense of $39.2 million in excess 
of revenue generated by current ECAC billing factors. No party took, 
exception with SDG&E's development of the net amount of incremental 
energy-relatec expense to be recovered over the coming l2-month period 
through the offset rate; and if the incremental amount to ~e recovered 
($39.2 million) varies with recorded experience, the difference will 
be reflected in the balancing account (with the recorded expenditures 
investigated for reasonableness in the next ECAC proceeding). 

Development of the Revised Balancing Rate 
!he record period in this proceeding for review of the ECAC 

balancing account is January 1. 1979 through July 31, 1979. Following 
is the development of the ending balance as presented by SDG&E; 
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S\lJl'lDa%Y of Energy Cost Adjustment Account Entries 

Januaryib 1979 thrOU~ July 31, 1979 
( ousanas of IIarS) 

Fuel-Related 
Revecue From 

.. .~ 

Beginning 
Month Balance 

Allocated 
Energy 
~e 

Offset Off-System 
Revenue 1/ Sales 

Oil Sale F.ndil:lg 
Loss-(C~) Interest Balanee 3/ 

- (a) (c) - ---(7'"id~)~- (e) (f) (8) -
Jan 1979 15,481.0 
Feb 15,.513.2 
Mar 13,805.2 
Apr 13,012.7 
May 12,083.4 
J1%l.e 12,407.4 
Jw.y 13,423.9 

'Iotal 

26,386.5 
22,965.1 
23,054.7 
21 .. 793.5 
22,.692.2 
25.887.9 
27.785.0 

170.564.9 

26,444.5 
24,782.2 
23,937.3 
22,.795.8 
22.413.3 
23,823.5 
25.134.2 

169,330.8 

845.2 
365.8 

1~211.0 

23.9 
11.4 

(26.0) 
(277.9) 

86.7 Y 
(181.9) f=./ 

90 •. 2 
85.2 
78.7 

. 73.0 
71.1 
75.2 
85.5 

558.9 
1.1 Includes applicable revenue from offset rates. balancing rates, 

:Jl.JR Sales. 8l'ld .A1mrtization pursuant to Decision No. 90404 
comrenc:ing July 1979. 

2:,./ Includes $35 .100. acttJal1y booked in AlJgus t. which relates to
a June 1979 Union Oil transaction. 

~./ Sun of Col'1.m'lS a + b - c - d + e + f. 
f=./ Net gain. 

15-,.513·.2 
13.:805·.2 
13,012.7 
12,083·.4 
.12,407.4 
13~423.9; 
15,881.1 

SDG&E indicates that the existing balancing rate component of 
the total ECAC billing factor will recover $15.819.800 over the forth
coming 12 months. leaving a balance to be recovered by adj'usting the 
balancing rate of $61,.300. 

Two ~ounts included by SDG&E in the balancing account for the 
period considered herein received particular attention at the hearing. 
'!he Commission staff (staff) recomxnends that the Commission no·t allow SDG&E 

to recover $35.000 resulting from an oil sale loss occurring in February 
and March 1979; also the question of whether SDG&E's inclusion of $5-7.700 
in the balancing account (resulting from the ECAC billing factor portion 
of refunds made to eustomers who had not received the proper lifeline 
allowance) was addressed. These two issues will be s.eparately discussed 
in the following portions of this opinion. 
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The staff asks the Commission to allow it to present evidence 
in the next ECAC proceeding on the reasonableness of balancing account 

I 

entries. other than fuel oil sales transactions. because itA comprehens.ive 
I 

audit ....... as not performed for this proceeding because of time restraints 
beyond the staff's control. and limited manpower available for partici
pation." Athough ....... e are desirous to adopt an ending balance for the 
particular balancing account record period in each ECAC proceeding •. we 
are ~ore concerned that entries in the balancing. account be thoroughly 
investigated in order to insure ratepayers are assessed through electric 
rates for reasonable and prudently incurred utility expenditures. 
Accordingly, we will by our order accompanying this opinion allow further 
review of the balar.cing account record period from January 1 through 
July 31, 1979 in the next ECAC proceeding which. essentially. prese:rves. 
any other issues that may arise given further staff review; however. 
since the staff has completed its review of fuel oil sales transactions. 
all questions surrounding those entries will be resolved by this opinion. 
Reasonableness of the $35,000 Oil Sale Loss 
Incurred in February and March of 1979 

A substantial factor on whether or not SDG&E sells or ex.changes 
fuel oil is the availability or projected availability of alternate fuel 
(gas). In years P:lst SDG&E relied primarily on the gas availab·ility 
forecasts made by its supplier. the Southern California Gas Company; 
however, for about the last year SDG&E has preparec its-own forecasts. 
~ith respect to taking gas from its supplier. SDG&E's. witness,~estified 
that although it may have rejec~ed some gas in early 1978,. SDG&E now 
takes all the gas allotted by its supplier as P .. S boiler fuel for 
electrical genera.tion. The oil sale at issue involved diesel fuel 
supplied under contract from Hawaiian Independent Refinery. When 
SDG&E's management believes it is necessary to sell fuel oil~ its fuel 
acquiSition supervisor is the go-between who undertakes to obtain the 
best possible price. SDG&E's witness indicated he was sure the fuel 
acquiSition supervisor routinely checked with other California utilities 
as to their fuel oil requirements and presumed he would check with 
possible nonutility purchasers before oil is sold. 
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In 'the record period before us SDG&E booked in the balancing 
account oil sale losses in February and Y~rch (which are at issue) and 
July. and gains in May and June,ne'tting out to a gain of $181.900. The 
February and Y~rch losses relate to an agreement SDG&E entered into 
~~th Kern County Refining Company (Kern Refining) in Novemb,er of 1978: 
for delivery of 25,000 barrels of diesel in early 1979. The diesel was 
delivered from the inventory of SDG&E's sup~lier Hawaiian Independent 
Refinery in Los Angeles. 

SDG&E contends the transaction in question was reasonable and 
prudent and tha't the staff's recommendation to disallow the ~3S,OO.o 
loss is second-guessing a solid management decision based on all·kno-wn 
circumstances a't the time it was made. The utility. at the hearing. 
relied primarily on the testimony of Mr. S,trachan who indicated ~e 
transaction was consummated in November 1978 because it appeared SDG&E 

would lack sufficient storage capaci't:y for the 25,000 barrels of diesel. 
The response made by SDG&E to staff's initial inquiry regarding the basis 
for -:he transaction mentioned only tha't: it was .made to ob,'tainKe:rn Refining's 
assistance in arranging other fuel oil exchanges in the four'th quarter 
of 1978 (RT 129). The following tabulation shows SDG&E's inventory 
capacity for diesel fuel and the recorded levels relevant to this 
discussion: 

~~ximum Usable Diesel Inventory 
Capacity (barrels) 

Diesel Fuel Oil Ending Inventory For: 
November 1978 
December 1978 
January 1979 
February 1979 
March 1979 
April 1979 
May 1979' 
June 1979 
July 1979 
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732,727 

460,.95,2 

269,685-
283,624 
327,277 
30S.728 
321,409 
3&5,664 

381,511 
414.474 
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SDG&E's witness did not explain how its fuel supply forecast 
was prepared or otherwise demonstrate it was reasonable. under the 
circumstances. as a basis for entering this particular transaction 
b-ecause it anticipated inventory capacity prob-lems. SDG&E implied that 
the staff should have reviewed its fuel forecast or other data manage
ment had available when the transaction was entered. and the staff"s 
witness acknowledged "such information would have been helpful H 

(RT 122); but this point begs the fact that the utility has the 
affirmative duty to present evidence on reasonableness. The staff has 
no obligation to exhaus'tively investigate and develop the record for 
the utility on issues surrounding reasonableness. 

In addition to alleging SDG&E had adequate storage capaci'ty 
for the diesel in February and March of 1979. the staff contends the 
loss was no't reasonable because~ 

1. The contract was entered with a fix.ed price 
for future delivery. on terms most favorable 
to the purchaser. while SDG&E's contracts 
with major suppliers allow for monthly 
escalations in prices; and that in late 1978 
i't was apparent oil prices were showing, an 
upward trend. 

2. SDG&E knew at the time it entered the contract 
in November 1978 that a loss would be inc~red 
and had no reasonable basis or demonstrated 
benefit for the transaction. 

Whether SDG&E should have included an escalator clause in its 
contract with Kern Refining was disputed. SDG&E contends., since it was 
a one-time "spot market" transaction~ an escalator clause was unreal
istic and contrary to usual oil sale business practice ~ Ye'tthe record 
indicates 'Chat froe August through December 1978 diesel prices were 
generally on the rise. Certainly given today's oil market conditions. 
the need for an escala'tor clause for oil to be delivered three to four 
months away would seem elemental. 'Whether the conditions under discus
sion warranted an escalator clause does not require resolution because· 
our holding herein relies on other factors. 
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Aside from the anticipated storage capacity problem, SDG&E 
con-:ends the loss in question was reasonable because it was building 
goodwill with Kern Refining. This rationale is highly questionable at 
the outset for a utility undertakes a very difficult burden when it 
attempts to substantiate that ratepayers benefit from losses incurred 
for goodwill. The staff's brief well summarizes our thinking with 
respect to this transaction and SDG&E's contention: 

"SDG&E's intention to enter into other oil transactions 
with Kern County in the future was a second reason to· 
make this oil sale. Mr. Strachan testified that 
SDG&E decided to accept a loss on this particular oil 
sale so as to acquire the goodwill of Kern County. 
This goodwill presumably would produce financial 
benefit to SDG&E in the anticipated future oil trans
actions. (Ir. p. 42) Like the inventory problems 
discussed above, however, the need for the goodwill 
of Kern County has failed to materialize. SDG&E has 
not entered into any oil transactions with Kern 
County since the oil transfers of early 1979. 
Furthermore, Mr. Strachan testified that the utility 
has no established plans to deal with Kern County 
in the future. The record is thus clear that 
accepting a loss to acquire the goodwill of Kern 
County was imprudent and an entirely insufficient 
reason to make the sale of oil to Kern County." 
(Staff's brief, page 4.) 

!he city of San Diego (San Diego) supports the staff on this issue, 
pointing out "the ratepayer should no,t be burdened with the results of 
SDG&E's speculations" (San Diegots brief, page 3). 

SDG&E asserts that a comparison of the benefits of burning gas 
rather than the diesel under discussion is relevant to determining, 
whether the $35,000 oil sale loss should be disallowed; it bases its 
study, which concludes a net $53,000 was saved by burning gas, on gas 
and oil costs at the end of the record period (July 1979) rather than 
costs at the time the transaction was entered. The staff prepared a 
similar comparison, but used as the oil cost the price SDG&E paid for 
the 25,000 barrels in question, which is more logical since the diesel 
never entered SDG&E's inventory. Further, the diesel in question was not 
displaced by gas and, as mentioned above, it is SDG&Ets policy to· take 
all boiler gas available from its suppl~er, through its gas department. 
The benefit of burning gas in lieu of oil has been set off against 
gross oil sale losses in past decisions (DeciSiOns Nos. 90404 and 908,69) 
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when the gross losses were reasonably incurred; which brings us to the 
ultimate ratemaking question: Was the oil sale transaction prudent and 
reasonable (and should the loss be recovered from the ratepayers)? 

SDG&E has not demonstrated before us that the sale of the 
25.000 barrels of diesel to Kern Refining was reasonable~ It alludes to 
factors that would be relevant to the issue (e.g. the fuel supply fore
cast) but failed to produce evidence to s:\lpport its assertio.ns. SDG&E's 

assertion that the sale transaction, entered knowing a loss would 
result, was reasonable as a means of establishing goodwill with Kern 
Refining to the ultimate benefit of its ratepayers was not demonstrated· 
on the record. Given the state of the record, we have no option but to· 
conclude the transaction was imprudent and it would be unreasonable to 
have SDG&E's electric ratepayers contribute to the recovery of the loss. 
Accordingly, we will direct that SDG&E's balancing account be credited 
in the amount of $35,000. 
The Recovery of the ECAC Billing Factor 
Portion of Refunds Made to Electric 
Customers \\!ho had not Received hoper 
Lifeline Allowances 

SDG&E has included $57,700 as a debit to the balancing account 
to cover refunds made to customers who had not received the full lifeline 
allowances to which they were entitled (e.g. for electric and space 
heating). Resolution No. E-1S33, attached as Appendix A, is relied on 
by SDG&E in proposing this ratemaking treatment of the ECAC portion of 
the refunds. !he situation was summarized by SDG&E as follows 
(Exhibit 1, pages 6-7): 

"Early in 1979. it was brou~ht to the Commission's 
and the Applicant's attentlon that approximately 
4% of the applicant's electric customers might not 
be receiving lifeline allowances to which they were 
entitled. The affected customers were those with 
electric space heating and/or electric water heat
ing who had not responded to lifeline questionnaires 
mailed in September 1976 and February 1977 and 
similar customers who had moved into existing 
residences prior to May 1978. 

"Pursuant to Commission Resolution E-1S·3·3. Appli
cant agreed to contact this group of customers. 
If an additional lifeline allowance was appropriate~ 
Applicant would make a refund based on recalculating 
billing using the appropriate lifeline allowance 
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for the period in question. Resolution E-18:33 
also provided that 'the amount of refunds made 
that are associated with ECAC charges will be 
debited to the ECAC balancing account and SDG&E's 
recovery of these amounts will be considered in 
hearings under the ECAC proceedings. '" 
Applicant believes it is fair and not retroactive ratemaking 

to debit the ECAC portion of the refunds to the balancing account 
because: 

n ••• the Applicant received no benefit from the 
life-line allowances which were used. Insofar 
as ECAC-related amounts are concerned~ the effect 
of using the lower lifeline allowances for ~illing 
was that the kilowatthours affected were billed 
using the non-lifeline ECAC rate instead of the 
lifeline ECAC rate. In other words, the ECAC 
revenue credited to the ECAC Balancing Account 
was overstated in prior periods. Therefore, 
debiting the ECAC .. related portion of the refunds 
to the Balancing Account results in returning the 
Balancing Account to the correct total. 1t 

The total amount of refunds applicant expects to make is about 
$2 ~llion, and it proposes similar treatment as the amounts are booked 
in subsequent record periods. With respect to the base rate portion of 
the refunds, SDG&E will propose a ratemaking treatment and recognition 
in its next general rate proceeding. 

!he staff pOSition is as follows: 
"No staff witness testified directly on this issue. 
The rates the staff is propOSing do, however, 
provide for recovery of this $57,700. The staffts 
financial analysis personnel have not audited any 
part of the total of approximately $2 million in 
refunds. Therefore. the Revenue Requirements 
Division at this time remains neutral on whether 
SDG&E should recover this $-57.700. The staff 
does intend to make an audit of these lifeline 
refunds and will present its findings in a future 
proceeding. This is an explicit reason why this 
record should remain open as recommended above. 

"The staff's Utilities Division does recommend 
that S'DG&E recover this $-517.700 in the new ECAC 
rates. A caveat accompanies this recommendation. 
however. This issue of lifeline refunds exists 
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no~ only for SDG&E. O~her of California's large· 
utili~ies under the Commission's jurisdiction are 
also making similar refunds. This particular 
$57.700 is a very small part of the total refunds 
to be made by all ~he utilities. The staff has 
not had an opportunity to thoroughly audit any 
part of what must be a very large SUQ of total 
refunds. If the Commission makes a definitive 
decision on ~his relatively small amoun~ of money 
in this proceeding. it may be committing itself 
too strongly on the balance of the very large 
total lifeline refunds to be made by all the 
utilities. 

"The staff recommends that the Commission explicitly 
sta~e that the treatment accorded the $57,700 in 
refunds applies only to this proceeding and should 
not be considered precedent for like treatment of 
lifeline refunds in future proceedings." (Staff's 
brief. page 13.) 
San Diego is opposed to SDG&E's proposal to include the refunded 

amountS in ~he balanCing account: 
"San Diego finds this a difficult issue to under
stand. SDG&E overcharges certain customers 
because their lifeline allowance is less than it 
should have been. SDG&E correctly refundS these 
overcharges to ~he customers. Now SDG&E wan~s to 
recover the refunds it has made from all of its 
customers. including ~hose who got the refunds. 
It just doesn't make sense. If SDG&E overCharged 
certain customers and is now returning those over
charges the matter should be at an end. Everyone 
has b,een made whole. To allow SDG&E to recollect 
the overcharges it has refunded results in wind
fall profits to the Company. This the Commission 
cannot legally or morally do. ft 

Lifeline quantities were established in July 1976 (80 CPUC 128.) 
and electric u~ilities were required to ascertain through a declaration 
mailed to all customers whether quantities in addition to the basiC 
lifeline quantities were applicable for each customer. SDG&E:' s Mr~ 
Strachan testified that the utility undertook a study after mailing the 
declaration notice to customers in 1976 with respect to- the return rate 
and concluded that the saturation and response rate was such that nearly 
all customers were receiving the proper allowances. He acknowledged 
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'Chat it t:urned out the percentage derived from the control group sample 
was inaccurate. as a result about four percent of customers did not receive 
the.~ro~er allowances in 1976. The result of the utility·s contacting 
customers in early 1979 who had not responded to the questionnaire 
mailed in September 1976 (about 25. 000-30 ~ 000 customers) indicated 
that about half had a lower lifeline allowance than they were 
entitled to. 

Problems with insuring customers receive the prop'er lifeline 
quantity were foreseen in our 1976 lifeline decision. wherein we stated 
in the body of the opinion (80 CPUC 128. page 211): 

"A gas space heating allowance will be provided 
to all gas customers pending the gathering of 
information on electric space heating eligibility. 
For this purpose the respondent electric utilities 
will provide information on electric space heating 
eligibility to the gas utilities providing service 
in common s~~~ce areas. Gas utilities will there
fore not be initially required to independently 
obtain information to establish eligibility for . 
all customers. The necessary steps to obtain such 
data to improve administration should be undertaken 
including the filing of tariffs covering appli
cations for service." 
Logically. what should have occurred was for gas and electric 

utilities to have exchanged billing information of gas and electric 
customers within their various service territories to determine. 
for examplt~. which residences were all electric and then check to see 
that the proper lifeline allowances were being applied. SDG&E is now 
undertaking s1.:..ch steps between its electric and gas departments~ but 
was not able to' secure the use of the Southern California Gas Company's 
(SoCal) billing data for the portion of Orange County where SoCal 
provides gas and SDG&E electric service CRT 64-65). We expect our 
staff to investigate this matter and determine whether the gas and 
electric utilities we regulate have undertaken to cross-check their 
billing records as a means of locating customers who are no-t receiving 
proper lifeline allowances. 
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The Revenue Requirements Division auditor who· testified.· 
requested that we defer a decision on the reasonableness o·f SDG&E's 
proposed ratemaking treatment pending further investiga'tion (RT 130). 
'We no'te 'Cha't this issue is potentially more complex tha't it may seem 
on the surface. For example. if electric customers had too low a 
lifeline quantity allowance. it is possible some of them may have 
simultaneously had an excessive gas lifeline allowance. 'We would like 
'the benefit of our staff's analysis of this issue after investiga'tion. 
However. we will allow SDG&E to recover the $57.700 in question through 
the balancing rate adopted herein, subject to adjusting the balance 
in the subsequent ECAC proceeding. SDG&E's reading of Resolution No. 
E-1S33 is that we have already approved the ratemaking treatment it 
proposes. That is in error. !he order portion of the resolution 
indicates "the guestion of rate recovery of the refunded amounts will 
be considered in appropriate future SDG&E proceedings." (Emphasis added.) 
Rate Desi8!: 

SDG&E and the staff were the only parties which made rate 
design proposals or commented on rate design in briefs. 

Initially SDGOcE proposed an ECAC billing facto/( tlkWh 
increase as follows: 

Current Rate Proposed Rate 
Lifeline 2.090 2.504 
Nonlifeline 3.322 3.733 

The staff's initial proposed rate design was almost identical 
to SDG&E's. 

The staff sponsored Exhibit S which se'ts for'th the following 
alterna'tive rate deSigns. 

* Combined balancing rate and offset rate. 
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. 
: Average Rates (~) by Class 

Domestic 
Li£eITne p:$.. (incl1.ldi:og 'LTmlthly 

customer charge) 
N:>nlifeli:oe XR. 

Total DoIrestic ~ 

Total Average System Rate 
('IASR) 

Percent Lifeline belOtV' I.A.SR 
Percen~ Total tomestic belOtV' 

!ASR. 
Lifeline Base Rate (including 

trOnthly CUStolIer charge) 
Lifeline "£CAe Rate 
N"nllfeline D:mlestic ECAC Rate 
Nonlifeline laldomestic ECAC 

Rate 

• 
1 2 3 4 

: :tJniform : 17% : 50% lSOIliitie : 
:Present:-Increase :Lifelife:'IASR:Nonlifeline ;tifeline ~ 
: t/kWh :Of 0.410 :Differential: Differential 

4.737 5.147 
6.443 6.853 
5.396 5.806 

5.683 6.093 
16.65% 15.53% 

5.05% 4.71% 

2 .. 647 2.647 
2.090 2.500 

3.322 3.732 

5.057 
6.955 
5.806· 

6.093 
17.00% 

4.71% 

2.647 
2 .. 410 
3 .. 834 

3_732 

4.817 
7.226 
5.806 

6.093 
20.941~· " 

4.71111 

2 •. 647 
2.170 
4.105 

3.732 
Staff recommended that the alternative expressed in Column 3 

be adopted "primarily because the t'W'o-tier domestic rate would most 
likely promote eonservation and reduce energy usage with the burden of 
ECAC increases principally on the nonlifeline domes.tic" users as, dicta:ed 
by Decision No. 90967. H 
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"Column 3 numbers are rates and percentages calculated 
with a 17% differeneial between lifeline and TASR 
with a uniform 0.410t/kWh increase eo all classes. 
The revenue deficiency is made up by increasing ~he 
non-lifeline domestic ECAC raee by O.512~/kWh. This 
17% is an arbitrary percentage differential which is 
between PG&E's 16 . 681\) (Decision No. 90S69 p. 13) and 
Edison's 17.5% (Decision No. 90967 (CTD-Alt.-it p. 19). 
The two-tier do~estic rate is justified by the 
following quotation from Decision No. 90967 (TD-Alt.
it p. 20a). 

'Since the new toeal rate for the domestic 
class will be the same as the average 
system rate, we will adopt the policy that 
the burden of future ECAC rate increases 
be borne by all classes of customers on a 
uniform t/kWh basis. Within the domestic 
class, the burden should be principally on 
non-lifeline rates. '" (Exhibit 8, page 1.) 

Staff did not recommend the alternative which would establish 
the lifeline rate at 50 percent of the nonlifeline domestic rate 
because it ttresults in a lifeline average rate that is 20.94% below the 
average system rate and this is inconsistent with both Decisions Nos. 
90869 and 90967 which use a range of 16' .. to 18'0' If 

SDG&E indicated that it found the aleernative preferred by 
the staff in Exhibit 8 acceptable. Its witness testified that conserva-
1:ion might ensue from the adoption of the staff's recommended rate 
design, and that to the degree it encouraged conservation the alternative 
wid'l a 50 percent differential between domestic lifeline and nonlifeline 
would produce greater conservation results. SDG&E·s witness indicated 
that the utility has undertaken no studies with respect to elasticity 
of demand as a variable with price with respect to ehe lifeline and 
nonlifeline domestic quantities, which highlights a problem 
related to that discussed in the seaff's brief (pages 10-11): 

" ... the staff's proposed rate design is intended 
to produce reduced usage of electricity. There 
is, however. very little if any hiseorical data 
available that would confirm that such a rate 
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design will result in conservation. It would, 
therefore, be highly desirable to study the 
conservation effect of the rate design adopted 
in ~his proceeding. 

"Ideally. in order to compare the conservation 
effects of two alternative rate designs, data 
reflecting the customer usage under each design 
should be compiled. If control groups are 
chosen for each rate structure and the control 
groups are equal in all ways other than their 
elec~ric rates, the energy use per customer 
should demonstrate which rate design is most 
conservation effective. 

"Such an ideal scheme is unfortunately impractical 
if not impossible to achieve. Different domestic 
rate structures cannot be imposed on different 
domestic customers during the same period. It is 
likewise 8.11 but impossible to establish control 
groups with identical characteristics except for 
their domestic electric rates. Therefore, some 
other method for measuring the conservation effect 
of the adopted rates must be devised." 
Staff recommends that SDG&E be required to apply accepted 

statistical methods and study the effect of its proposed rate design on 
customer usage. We believe th.~ development of such data can be of 
great benefit and we will direct SDG&E to undertake such a study for the 
domestic class. selecting a random sample of such customers and comparing 
seasonally adjusted, lifeline and nonlifeline, usage before and after 
the rates authorized herein. Details of the study should be worked out 
be~een SDG&E and our staff; the results should be filed with subsequent 
ECAC applications (updated to reflect the impact of periodic rate 
modifications). The following order will direct the routine development 
and presentation of this and other customer usage data in subsequen1: 
proceedings, and illustrates o\.u:' determination to· make maximum. use of 
rate design as a tool to promote conservation. It is, for example, 
conceivable that we ~ght find it necessary to establish an ECACbilling 
factor and/or a base domestic tailblock rate at some usage point that 
provides a still higher unit price to the domestic user who, consumes 
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a'C levels far in excess of essen'Cial household needs; such customers 
may be abusive users who should pay accordingly as their high use 
likely con'Cributes to peak-period generation demands. We recognize that 
SDG&E may incur some additional expense to develop the data ordered. 
but we believe that with the u~e of computer technology and accepted 
sampling techniques. the burden is not unreasonable. Given escalating 
energy rates and the need to encourage conservation~ development of this 
and similar data on a routine basis is essential for enlightened utility 
management and the presentation of constructive rate des.ign proposals. 

With respect to consumption per average customer by class 
(not: seasonally adjusted), SDG&E prepared Exhibit 9, which indicates. the 
change in average annual use between the 12 months ended Septemb'er 1978 
and 1979 is as follows: 

Class of Service 

Residential 
General Service 
General Power 
Industrial 
Agricultural Power 
Street Lighting 
'Iotal On-System 

Percent Increase 
Or Decrease 

5,.2 

2.8 
0.7 
9.7 

(0.6-) 

(5.0) 
- 2.8 

The apparent increase in use per domestic customer concerns 
us because such increasing usage~ along with the demands of new customers', 
acclerates the need for new generating capacity. 'Io the degree that 
const:ucting new capacity can be avoided or delayed, those in SDG&E's 
service territory benefit; new capacity will be incrementally the most 
expensive. given escalating construction costs (which directly equate 
to higher rates), and will have a definite toll on the environment. 

At our direction SDG&E proposed time-of-use (IOU) ECAC rates 
for industrial customers (with monthly demand in excess 0'£ 4,500 kW) 
served under Schedule No. A-6. 
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At the oU,tset of the public hearing it was announced 'by the 

ftJ-J. after consultation with the assigned Commissioncr~ that the subject 

of the 'I'OU ECAC raecs should be the subject of a se.pa':'ate pro.ecedin.g,. 

Potentially affected customers had no-t been provided direc,t notic'e 0'£ 
the 'I'OU rate ?ro?os~l. Further, since TOD base rates were only recently 
a~o?ted for SDG&E in the last general rate .increas,e decision-, and arc 
essentially experimental in nature, wc believe it is premature to'-

explore expanding 'IOU rates to include the v.lriable energy co·st cemp-o'ne'rlt. 

A..-,.e:.her i:nportan:. concern is tholt we do net wish to burden ECAC p.ro,ceed
ings with relatively generic .:ate design issues, which can co·ntrib·utc 
to delay. the staff op?Osed 'IOU ECAC rates because: 

"A. The purpose of ti'C'lc-of-use rates is primarilY' 
to. defer censt'!."uctien ef new ctilit)" plant by 
reducing peak lead and impreving lead facte·r. 
This is most effectively accomplished threugh 
on-peak demand charges, which directly affect 
en-peak 10old,. Demand charges appear only 
in base rates and would not be appropriate 
for ECAC rates. 

"B. The marginal energy ces~ differen:ial is less 
than 5 mills and has alrcoldy be'en inco':'po:ra ted 
into thc base rates. rt (Exhibit 8. page :)-2.) 

Rate Design Discussion 

The revenue effect 0.: the three rate desig.n prepos~ls is s,et 

fo::,:h in Appendix B hereto ~ a comparison ef avc-rag,e electric rates bet'W'een 

SDG&E. the Pacific G~s and Elect::'ic Company. Seuthe:o:n Califernia Edison 

Co~pany, and the Sicr::'.l Pacific Power C'~mpany as o·f Octob·cr 10, 1979 is 
attached in Appendix C: and the effect of the v.:trieus r.lte design's on 
residential menthly bills is contained in App'endix D. 

We will adopt the increase to the ECAC billing factor as 

recommended by th~ staff, establishing a separate billing facto·r for 

!'lonlifeli!'le domestic sales and setting the lifeline rat·.~ 17' percent 

belo· .... the total average system ratc. It is to be noted "hat the 

average rate for. nonlifeline domestic sales (6. 95S¢/kNh . is roug.hly 

38 percc!'lt higher than that for lifc1ine sales(S. OS7¢/k~7h) _ This 
, . 

variation closely resembles that which, we are authorizing- f.or 

?acific Gas & Electric Company in 0.91107, for which we llave set the 

nonlifeline domestic rate approximately ,36 percent above' the lin,eline 
rate. 
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Establishing a new billing factor applicable to domestic 
nonlifeline sales enables flexibility in passing on ECAC increases in 
that a relatively equal portion of the overall revenue requirement 
increase can be borne by the domestic class while allowing a vehicle 
to spread the increase to that class in such a way as to provide an 
incentive for energy conservation. Whether this is characterized as 
sheltering some within the domestic class (the small u,sers) from 
increases or rewarding those with more modest usage (who stay in or 
close to the lifeline quantity) may depend on the perspective of the 
observer. However, we intend it as an economic incentive to conserve. 
If customers avail themselves of the savings available by minimizing 
nonlifeline usage, the result is a reward; and it is a reward to which 
they are entitled, because reducing nonessential use of electricity 
has direct benefit for all ratepayers as a result of avoiding or 
slowing the need for new sources of generation. 

In future ECAC proceedings, which will probably involve rate 
increases stemming from OPEC oil pricing, we may move toward increasing 
the percentage difference between the domestic nonlifeline and lifeline 
rate. The domestic customer use-tracking study initiated by the 
following order is intended as a helpful measure and tool to predict 
elasticity of demand as a variable with rates and may prove helpful as, 
rate design is reviewed in future proceedings. 

We will authorize the ECAC billing factor for lifeline sales . 
to be increased from the present 2.090e/kWh to 2.410t/k~, for other 
domestic sales it will be established at 3.S34t/kWh, and for all o,ther 
sales it will be increased from 3.222e/kWh to 3.732tlkWh. 
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Findings of Fact 
1. Based on energy-related expense incurred in the 12 months 

ending ,June 30~ 1979~ the application of the existing ECACbilling 
factor offset rate would result in recovering $39'.2 million less than 
total energy-related expense. 

2. The Commission staff has audited the balancing account 
balance for the record period January 1 through July 31. 1979 ~th 
respect to fuel oil sales only. 

3. In November 1978 SDG&E arranged to sell 25,000 barrels of 
diesel (to be supplied by the Hawaiian Independent Refinery from a 
point in Los Angeles) to Kern Refining. with delivery in early 1979'. 

4. SDG&E kn~ it would incur a loss on the sale to Kern Refining 
when it entered the sales contract. 

5. SDG&E had more than adequate storage capacity for the 25.000 
barrels of diesel in November 1978 and in February and March 1979 when 
the oil was delivered. 

6. SDG&E has not benefited from any goodwill resulting from the 
diesel sale transaction with Kern Refining since that purchaser has no~ 
played a part in any SDG&E oil sale transactions since November 1978. ' 

7. SDG&E did not demonstrate why there was any anticipated lack 
of storage capacity for the 25,000 barrels of diesel when it entered 
the transaction in November 1978. 

8. The oil sale loss of $35,000 from the sale of 25.000 barrels 
of diesel to Kern Refining was not reasonably incurred. 

9. R.esolution. No. E-1833 is not dispositive on the ratemaking 
trea'tment to be afforded to refunds SDG&E makes, to electric customers 
who did not receive proper lifeline allowance. 

10. Revenue Requirements Division staff has not investigated the 
$57~700 credited to the ECAC balanCing account for the ECAC portion of 
refunds to electric customers who did not receive,proper lifeline 
quantities. 

, , 
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11. The total amount of refund SDG&E estimates it will make 
pursuant to Resolution No. E-183-3- is $1.8 million (total o·f 'base 
rate and ECAC components). 

12. SDG&E can be allowed to recover the $·57,. 700 for the refunds 
through the balancing rate adopted in this proceeding.,. subject to 
debiting or otherwise adjusting the balance upon a final determination 
on the reasonableness of the ratemaking treatment SDG&E proposes. 

13. There are no ongoing studies designed to analyze the impact 
of a rate design adopted herein on domestic customer use. Such a study 
may determine the effect of price on elasticity of demand for bo,th 
customers who usually exceed the lifeline quantity and tho'se who are 
usually wi~in it. 

14. Use of electricity by the average domestic customer increased 
5.2 percent from the 12 months ended September 1978 to' the s,g,me period 
in 1979. 

15. Presently there is an ECAC billing factor for lifeline sales 
and another for all'other sales. Establishing a new billing factor 
for domes'Cic nonlifeline sales would provide a means of spreading an 
equal cent per kWh share of increase to the domestic class with a rate 
that has a sharper differential between lifeline and nonlifeline sales. 

16. A domestic ECAC billing factor established for· nonlifeline 
sales that exceeds the nondomestic billing factor may promo:te conseX"V'a
tion ~thin the domestic class because energy units consumed above the 
lifeline quantity would be priced more noticeably higher. and conseX"V'a
tion ~thin the nonlifeline quantity would return a greater economic 
reward. 

17. Information compiled on the effect of electric rates on 
consumption could be most helpful in future proceedings to assess and 
project cause and effect as conservation-oriented rate structures 
are evolved. 
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Conclusions of Law 
1. SDG&E should be directed to credit its ECAC balancing account 

by $35,000 because the Kern Refining oil sale transaction covered in 
the record period was imprudent and the loss incurred is not a reasonable 
expense for ratemaking purposes. 

2. The entries to the ECAC balancing account covered by the 
record period under revie'N herein should, with the exception of oil 
sale transactions, be subject to further review for reasonableness. 

3. SDG&E should be authorized to establish the revised ECAC 
billing factors set forth in the follOwing order; such rates· are fair. 
just. and reasonable, and to the extent subsequent review o·f balanCing 
account entries results in changes to the balancing rate. any over
collection will be credited to the balancing account. 

4. The following order should be effective the date of signature 
because SDG&E is incurring the increased energy-related expense the 
revised rates are to recover. 

ORDER --------
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. The San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) shall credit its 
Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) balanCing account in the sum of 
$35,000 (plus any booked accrued interest on that amount), which was 
the diesel sale loss incurred in February and March 1979 and originally 
booked by SDG&E as a debit to the balancing account. 

2. The follOwing ECAC billing factor rates,may be assessed by 
SDG&E upon filing revised tariffs with the Commission within five days 
after the effective date of this order. Such filing shall be in conform
ance with General Order No. 96-A: 

Domestic lifeline 
Domestic nonlifeline 
All other schedules 
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3. SDG&E shall: (a) Expedi~iously undertake to apply accepted 
statistical methodology and study the consumption patterns of its 
domestic electric customers before and after this and subsequent rate 
increases. A random sample of customers who usually exceed the life
line quantity and one of those who usually s,tay within that quantity 
should be studied to determine the effect of price on elasticity of 
demand for both categories of customer. Details of this study shall 
be coordinated by SDG&E with the Commission's Electric and Energy 
Conservation Branches. !he results shall be presented in subsequent 
ECAC and. general rate increase proceedings. (b) Prepare for presenta
tion in subsequent ECAC and gener~l rate proceedings information 
similar to tha~ contained in Exhibit 9, on a seasonally adjusted. basis. 
that illustrates consUI!lption per average customer by customer class. 
(c) Prepare for presentation in subsequent ECAC and general rate 
increase proceed.ings information on what percent of domestic cus
tomers' usage falls wi thin the kWh usage categories as set forth in 
Append.ix D. 
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4. The reasonableness of entries to SDG&E's ECAC balancing 

account during the record period January 1 through July 31, 1979 is 
subjec1: to further examina1:ion it!. the subsequent ECAC p-roceeding., 
with the exception of oil sale transactions which have been investi
gated and resolved by this opinion and order. 

The effective date of this order is the date hereof. 
Dated OEC 19 1979 • California • 

. ' .I 
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ere UTILITIES eOM~j$16N°~~ THE STATE OF CALIFtllA 

Cow :~) , USOLmON lfO. 
~ ~. &'ad Cow 

--' _:to- Exocutive Director 
R~SOLl1tIOll 
------·~--·----____ w ___ _ ---D1roctor 

--_-Jv.II\; ..... ~r1caJ. l'Ue 
--~J._ll,pb.&bet1eal l'1le 
___ ACCOWlt1:D& Otficer 

tJ'l'nITm.· DIVISION 
BRA.NCH/SP.CTIOlb. Electric 
DATEr .April 24. 1979 

8tJBJEC1', Order authorizing San Diego Gas and Electric Comp&ny to
proceed with a plan to verify and correct li!eline allowances 
and provide refUnd& to customers who have been billed incorrectly. 

llE:EaEA,S, It baa been brought to the attention 0.1' the Commi5Sion and 
San Diego Gas and Electric Company (SDC&E) through various customer inquiries 
tha~ a sig=ificant nucber 01' its residential customers who may 'be entitled to 
additional electric lifeline allowances have not been receiving them. 

SDG&t has agreed to. take the !ollowing steps. to. correct this problem: 

1. SDG&E wi:1 make a diligent e!rort to directly contact all cu~ent 
customers who&e billing records. indicate they may not be receiving 
the correet li!eline allowance in order to veri!y the accuracy or its 
billing records; 

2. SDO&E will correct its records and the lifeline allowance !or all 
!uture billings !or those current customers ... hich are determined to. 
have been as5igned an incorrect li!eline alloVMce~ 

3. SDG&E will make retunds to those current customers identitied as having 
received an incorrect lifeline allowance. the refunds· will 'be based 
uron the pro:Per allo ... ance covering the entire period or incorrect billing 
!or that customer at that location; 

4. To those individuals who received service arter July 5. 1977 at an addre~~ 
where they n<> longer reside. SDG&E will make re1'unds. as justi!ied,. i! 
requested. SDG&E will inVestigate lifeline billing and make refunds based 
upon the customer's appropriate li!eline allowances and period o.f serVice 
at the !ormer addre~. 

'0'-2 

Xhe Commission sta!! has no objection to tr~ating th~ amounts involved in refunding. 
in the !ollo\r-ng manner: 

1. Xhe amount o! re!Und.6. made that are associated with D:A.C charges will be 
debi ted t<> the !:CAC balancing account ~d SDG&Et s recovery o.! those amounts 
will be considered in hearings under the ECA.C proceedings; a.nd 

2. The amount or re!Unds made that are associated with base rate charges and. 
UIOWlts a580Ciated with the ongoing e!fect <>1' li!eline corrections o,f base 
rates, i! a:J.y, together with related administrative costs, will be debited 
to a balance aheet account and SlXi&E's recovery of those amounts will 'b~ 
considered in an appropriate :fUtUre SOO&E proceeding. 
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Page 2 of 2 • Resol~tion No .. : ~1833 

April 24 .. 1979 
Con!e:-encc 
P.:>.ge 2 

3.. I\:.y '1"ccove-:-y .... hich ::lIly bl!' \luthoriz"d :.~ ci th~r proe~edinc- will b~ 
pe:-r.:i ttecl only to the exter:t thnt SXFvE ... 'ill not b'!'n~!i t from the 
li!'eli~e ~11o .... ~nee ?r~clcm. 

'tic tind lI.."lC conclude that the :::-~ fu:-.d plnn:'1.ttached hereto i.:: ~ell.05onllble 
3nd ~ho~ld be adopt~d. 

IT IS ~y ORDERED that: 

1. ~&E sr~ll p:::'Qceed with re~unds in accordAnce with the refu.~d ~l\ln 
attached h~reto; and 

2. 1h~ ~ueatio!'l o! rllte :-eeov~:"Y o! th.~ retuncled Dmount::; will be 
eonsid~red in nppropriate !~tu:-e SDC&E proeeedir:c~. 

. ... ' \ 

I hereby ce~i!'y tr~t the !orcgoinC Re~olution .... ns duly introduced .. pa$~ed 
~"ld adopted at A resulnr eonferene~ or the Public Utilities Co~~ie~ion of the 
State of ~~li!o~i~, held on thc 24th dnyof A~rll • 1912. the !ollowinc 
Commi~ioners votirl& favorAbly the:'«>n: 

]cr;x F .. nrsso~ 
r:~:o:: """ t 

VEH:\ON L. ~'TU:~(:~~C:'\ 
RrCI1.*\!\ '\ n. \.;~'\.\':~!-4:_!'~ 
CLA.IR1~ T. DE;'~'~~': 
I.EO~·· or.o':'" ,~ C'7:',"J" ":-0.:. J1" .. Ll-.l "-' ..... "'.' . .:.u t :\. 

Co~<>ll'"'''''' 
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San Ditso c. •• tltctrlc ~ 

F.IO]W;T COO"l' ~ ClAlBE 

1.-59106 
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l!!". Rat. Increase 
Llhu.. 2.5OIi :I Rate 
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1 J'II u. , "AfIt 
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Dee bloe 110. 90961 m u. I "ASH 
Aat. Ia:iJ"Mle 

2.090 o.\l~ 19.81 
JlQD-Uf'lU.. Domes t Ie ).)22 

2.m Q.)2Q~~.3r 
0.512 1,.\1 
O.ho 12.3\ 
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9/:t;;(.f!!> 10/10/~ laer~ Increase IDe,,"," IncH'le 

... Nt Nt Mt f Nt Nt f Nt Nt f Nt Ml f 

T.)" 1,28,161. 
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APPENDIX C 

Ssn Diego 0&8 ~ r~ectrio Company 
EHEOOY COST ADJ1..t)'I)IElf CIAWE 

A·~9106 

Average Rates CAR) (OotOber 10, 1972) 

• I In m 

.. 
• 

)-
• 
VI 
\l) 
~ 
o 
<» 

~ .... 

I Class I PG&E SCE I Present I Unltom I LLrTASR I LLsNLL I sm I 

__ .tiC) Anl'!88 Rates (MR) 

LitelinJ/ (LLMR) 

Ifon-Ll('~line (ftLLMR) 

'1'Qtal (TMR) 

9IIIal.1 Li3ht and Power 

~.\IIl I,r~ht and PQver 

~e I,.ight and PQver 

________________________ Cents/)Mh ______________________ _ 

3.262 ft.54o 1t.731 5.1ft? 5.057 4.817~ 3.610 

4.198 ~.i1~ 6.443 6.8~3 6·255 7.226 ~.7~2 

3.736 5.095 5,396 5.806 ~.606 5.806 5.042 

5.033 5.797 6.402 6.812 6.812 6.812 ~.202 

4.208 4.790 5.351 5 .. 161 5.761 5.761 4.232 

3,405 4.449 ft.966 5.376 5.316 5.376 4.012 

Agr:f,QUltural 3.945 5.273 6.014 6.ft24 6.ft24 6.ft24 6.002 

'1'QteJ.. A~rage system Rat~ (TASR) 3.905 5.322 5.663 6.093 . 6.093 6.093 4.214 

-. 

~~ent I:J,D\~ Below ~SR. ", --

Percent Tn\I\ ~l,QV TASR i 
~rcent LLDAR ~lQY NLL1)AR '" 

16.47 

4.33 

22.30 

14.69 

'1.27 

21.39 

Percent 

16.65 15.53 

5.05 .. 4.71 

26.~8 27'.89 

(Red Figure) 

17.00 2Q.94 26.~ 

4.71 4.71 (2.60) 

27·~9 33.34 37.24 

• 




